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Abstract 
 

Since the inception of Bitcoin (and its underlying blockchain concept) in 2009, several 

other cryptocurrencies both similar and dissimilar have emerged. Although 

technologically and socioeconomically disruptive, most of these peer-to-peer 

transaction mechanisms have their own limitations. Issues such as slow transaction 

speeds and transaction confirmations, an inability to interoperate blockchains with one 

another (e.g. cannot easily transact Bitcoin for Ethereum), and incomplete anonymity of 

users have hindered wide-scale deployment. These topics have been widely researched, 

in pursuit of a solution for each of these shortcomings. 

  

In this paper, we propose a mechanism called the Laser Network to address these 

issues with a blockchain-agnostic design that we call a service layer. This service layer 

will enable secure transfers across different blockchains while also providing 

mechanisms to achieve near-instant transactions, and improved anonymity of users.  

 

Laser will be built on a hard-fork of the Ethereum blockchain. Under the proposed 

distribution plan, Ethereum holders will be incentivized to begin staking on the Laser 

network, with a targeted airdrop in which they will receive Laser’s Photon 

cryptocurrency. Currently, it is estimated that they will be rewarded with a yearly 36% 

payout of Photons. 
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1. Executive Summary 
 

Cryptocurrencies in their current state are not able to reach their fullest potential, for 

reasons to do with limitations that are inherent to currencies in general, as well as of the 

underlying blockchain technology that supports each cryptocurrency. A “service layer” 

solution is proposed that will unify these blockchains and ultimately enable them to 

operate more efficiently both in and of themselves, and between one another.  

 

Cryptocurrencies have attracted tremendous amounts of investment and interest from 

the public, as well as the finance world. In spite of the fact that they (and their 

underlying blockchain technologies) are in many ways superior to fiat currencies and 

their banking systems, they are restrained from realizing large-scale success. Three key 

reasons for this are as follows; 

 

 Blockchains are not easily interoperable (e.g. Bitcoin cannot easily be traded with 

Ethereum, except through a third-party exchange) 

 Transactions are not instant (they can take as long as several minutes or even 

hours) 

 Incomplete anonymity (the movement of coins can be highly traceable) 

 

As individual cryptocurrencies grow, they meet the virtually universal fate that it is 

impossible for any currency to be the world’s “primary” currency. As there are 180 

currencies worldwide (recognized by the United Nations), it is clear that this fate is 

shared with fiat currencies as well. Just as standardized banking systems such as 

SWIFT were able to bridge the gaps between different banking systems, a similar 

solution can do the same with blockchains, creating harmony across multiple 

cryptocurrencies. The proposed solution will also optimize transaction speeds and 

improve anonymity. Further, it will capitalize on this harmony to create a decentralized 

exchange for cryptocurrencies (alleviating the inefficiencies of centralized exchanges). 

In addition, it will introduce a derivative of the Casper protocol before Ethereum 

introduces it - which makes blockchains safer, more scalable, and more energy-

efficient.  
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Laser’s value proposition can be succinctly defined as “connecting and improving 

blockchains”. It is a solution that operates as a layer of functionality on top of an 

existing blockchain, in such a way that it can communicate with other blockchains 

seamlessly. It will operate as a hard fork of Ethereum, and it will include a major airdrop 

to current holders of Ethereum. This solution will also incentivize full nodes, something 

that is not currently done on blockchains – which is important because a drop in full 

nodes represents a functional liability in the event that people stop operating such 

nodes, which are integral to the blockchain’s secure, reliable function. 

 

Laser will address each of the three key factors that restrict blockchains from scaling; 

 

Interoperability:  
Laser will introduce a protocol where common elements of each blockchain are 

standardized as such so that they can effectively “speak the same language” to each 

other. For example, since Bitcoin and Ethereum operate on different blockchains, they 

have many differences with respect to how they are coded, despite performing very 

similar functions. Laser will standardize elements of each blockchain (such as wallet 

numbers) in such a way that these differences will be effectively invisible. By removing 

the “borders” of the blockchain ecosystem, this will strengthen the usability of each 

blockchain - and the collective use of blockchains in general.  

 

As a direct result of interoperability, different cryptocurrencies can be traded without the 

use of a centralized exchange. For example, currently, to trade BTC for ETH, you would 

need to use an exchange like Coinbase. The drawbacks of this include fees, processing 

times, and most importantly - the need to trust the third-party exchange to hold capital. 

Laser will offer a DEX (distributed exchange) platform where these inter-blockchain 

exchanges can happen without ever giving up control of one’s capital, and without the 

other drawbacks of fees and processing times. 

 

Transaction Speed: 
Several factors such as the block mining interval, network latencies, block size, and 

transaction confirmation rules dictate the speed at which transactions can be 

processed. Between deficiencies in resources and network rules that limit capacities, 

transactions can take minutes or hours to process - an unrealistic amount of time for 
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most transactions to happen in. Laser introduces an overlay protocol that provides 

“pseudo-confirmation” for transactions, enabling confirmation in a matter of seconds. 

 

Anonymity: 
Through a “joining” service, multiple transactions can be bundled and disbursed to 

specified recipients, in order to obfuscate the movements of currency (preventing 

traceability through the blockchain). An example might have two transactions for $8 

and $15 being sent anonymously. They will be combined into a single $23 payment, 

payable to a “ghost” recipient that is pre-programmed to take $8 and send it to one 

recipient, then take $15 and send it to the other. 

 

As full nodes will be incentivized through the ability to earn transaction fees, running a 

full node will now be a lucrative proposition. This will attract additional computing 

resources for blockchains, improving the overall health of the ecosystem. 

 

Finally, Laser’s blockchain will add a more efficient derivative of the much-anticipated 

Casper protocol, doing so even before Ethereum adds it. Casper has several benefits for 

users. It is primarily based on PoS (proof of stake), as opposed to PoW (proof of work), 

which reduces the energy consumed to run the blockchain (a growing business and 

environmental concern). It also requires miners to put up collateral, creating 

trustworthiness by disincentivizing dishonesty. 

 

Laser will have its own cryptocurrency known as Photons. The total supply of Photons 

will be capped at 42 million units, and will be distributed as below. 

 

30% (12.6 MM Photons) Pre-mined for the company 

15% (6.3 MM Photons) Pre-mined for servicenode crowdsale 

30% (12.6 MM Photons) Generated by the miners (mining to be replaced by PoS in Q4 2018) 

25% (10.5 MM Photons) Airdropped to Ethereum and Ethereum Classic holders 

 

By addressing the interoperability, scalability, and anonymity issues currently faced by 

blockchains - in addition to reducing energy usage and trust concerns by using PoS, 

Laser brings groundbreaking optimization to blockchains, and unforeseen dimensions 

of value. 
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2. Cryptocurrencies and Blockchains 
 

The year 2008 will remain an important year in the history of cryptocurrencies. This was 

the year when the domain name Bitcoin.org was registered. Later in the same year, a 

paper titled “Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System” [1], authored by a 

pseudonym “Satoshi Nakamoto” was posted.  

 

In 2009, Bitcoin came into existence, with the release of the first Bitcoin client, and the 

issuance of the first block (the genesis block) on the Bitcoin network. 

 

Since then, we have seen a proliferation of cryptocurrencies and a multitude of 

blockchains. One very interesting after-effect of cryptocurrencies’ initial surge of 

popularity was the application of blockchain technology in areas other than 

cryptocurrencies, with the main idea of harnessing it as a platform for enabling 
decentralization while retaining trust. 

 

Blockchain has expanded the areas of distributed ledger technology (DLT) applications, 

finding its way into non-financial domains as well - such as commodities, supply chains, 

and data management. 

 

With the expanding population of blockchain use cases, we look at some of the 

limitations of current blockchain technologies, and will subsequently introduce an 

overview of a proposed solution to overcome some of these limitations. 
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3. Limitations of Current Blockchain Solutions 
 

Traditional blockchain technologies face several practical issues, which are hindering 

the adaptation of these technologies into mainstream use. We will be focusing on the 

blockchain technology implemented in Bitcoin as the central case study to demonstrate 

its limitations. We believe that the blockchain mechanisms used in Bitcoin are well-

established, and have the largest base of installations as of this writing. Further, most 

other cryptocurrencies use similar concepts in their blockchains. Hence, we believe the 

limitations that Bitcoin faces are representative of those that are faced by other 

cryptocurrencies as well. 

 

The Bitcoin network faces the following challenges as of today; 

 

3.1 Lack of Scalability 
As per the Bitcoin Wiki, the maximum transaction rate of the current Bitcoin blockchain 

implementation is limited to a maximum of ten transactions per second.  

 

This is far behind the current capacity of payment networks such as Visa, which are 

capable of processing several thousand transactions per second. A comparative 

analysis "Bitcoin and Ethereum vs Visa and PayPal – Transactions per second", gives 

insight into this competitive discrepancy.  

 

3.2 Incomplete Privacy 
Anyone can track transactions, using open blockchain explorers. As such, essentially 

any person could discover private information such as wallet balances, recurring 

payments, and recipient names. The pseudonym privacy offered by the blockchain is 

only secure as long as the pseudonym is not tied to an individual. A considerable 

amount of research (Bitcoin Transactions Aren’t as Anonymous as Everyone Hoped) 

has gone into proving the weakness of the anonymity provided by most blockchain 

implementations. The Bitcoin Wiki article "Anonymity" provides an overview of the 

anonymity issues that Laser will seek to address. 

 

https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Maximum_transaction_rate
https://mybroadband.co.za/news/banking/206742-bitcoin-and-ethereum-vs-visa-and-paypal-transactions-per-second.html
https://www.technologyreview.com/s/608716/bitcoin-transactions-arent-as-anonymous-as-everyone-hoped/
https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Anonymity
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3.3 Incomplete Fungibility 
Fungibility is the property that detaches individual units of a currency from its past 

owners. Hence, a US dollar coming from any source has an equivalent value to any 

other US dollar. For instance, dollars sent by Alice will have the same market value as 

those coming from Bob, even if Alice may have a bad market reputation. This 

characteristic makes US dollars fungible. However, since Bitcoin transactions are 

traceable in the current blockchain implementation, individual coins can have their value 

tainted if it is known that they once belonged to an undesirable party. As such, the 

fungibility of Bitcoin units cannot be guaranteed. 

 

3.4 Lack of Interoperability 
When it comes to making transactions with other blockchains, the Bitcoin network does 

not support such transactions. In the fast-growing virtual economy, a lack of 

interoperability between different cryptocurrencies will become a major problem. The 

need of the hour is to have a network on which different currencies can be exchanged 

between blockchains in a trusted environment with minimal fees. Most current 

implementations of blockchain lack this feature, forcing each of them to operate in 

isolation from other blockchains. 

 

3.5 No Incentive for Full Node Setups 
Full nodes are the backbone of the Bitcoin ecosystem, and for almost all of the different 

blockchain implementations. Specifically in the case of the Bitcoin network, there is a 

general misconception that the network is controlled by miners. While there is some 

truth to this, it is not completely true. The Bitcoin Wiki article "Bitcoin is not ruled by 

miners" goes into greater detail about this. A further explanation regarding how full 

nodes enforce the consensus rules can be found here by Danny Hamilton. 

 

A textbook incident of miners not following the consensus rules was witnessed in July 

of 2015 on the Bitcoin network (Some Miners Generating Invalid Blocks). It was found 

that many of the miners were not verifying the transactions at all before including them 

in the blocks. The outcome of this was a six-block fork of the Bitcoin network, which 

resulted in a loss of around USD $50,000 worth of Bitcoin, as well as some double-

spends. 

 

https://news.bitcoin.com/full-bitcoin-nodes-get-rewarded-like-miners/
https://news.bitcoin.com/full-bitcoin-nodes-get-rewarded-like-miners/
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1734235.0
https://bitcoin.org/en/alert/2015-07-04-spv-mining
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Overall, a blockchain having more full nodes results in a faster, more stable, and more 

decentralized network. Although proponents of Bitcoin advocate that users are 

incentivized by the heightened overall network security that comes from running a full 

node, it is our opinion that a user should be fully confident of the security, whether they 

run a lightweight node or full node. This is why our solution incentivizes full nodes; 

compensating those who choose to operate them, and not causing those who don’t to 

feel under-secured in any way. 
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4. Existing Work 
 

Unlike other solutions such as Dash[28], which are specific implementations of 

blockchain, Laser is geared to work with any blockchain, without any need for changes 

in the underlying protocol. Additionally, the functionality enhancement to utilize the 

added services of Laser is limited to the full nodes or the validator nodes – not the other 

parts of the network. This allows multiple blockchains to interoperate parallel to one 

another while retaining each blockchain’s built-in security properties. 

 

Most of the current solutions for interoperability across blockchains are either limited to 

inter-chain transactions of native currency across the participating blockchains (such as 

Metronome[26]), or they are limited by compliance requirements of the participating 

blockchain. For instance, AION[27] needs a participating blockchain to implement the 

‘locktime’ feature, which is not present in IOTA. Such compliance requirements limit the 

applicability of the solution – and in turn, the adoptability of the solution in the market. 

 

With our current approach, the only compliance requirement for the participating 

blockchains is to have the multi-signature capability, which is present in almost all 

blockchains. This easy-to-meet compliance requirement will allow for very easy 

adoption of our solution. 
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5. Proposed Solution for Better Privacy, Faster 
Transactions, and Better Interoperability 
 

In this paper, we propose a solution to address the issues of privacy, near-instant 

transactions, and inter-chain operability. We introduce a service layer that is made up of 

full nodes.  

 

This layer, termed the servicenode layer, will help in achieving a more secure and robust 

blockchain network. 

 

The design of Laser provides for incentivization of the nodes which form the 

servicenode layer for providing its services. This will cultivate strong user interest in 

operating such nodes – to the benefit of both the servicenode layer, and every 

blockchain on which it operates. 

 

5.1 Overview 
The central idea of Laser revolves around operating the servicenode layer on top of an 

existing blockchain as shown in Figure 1. It runs in parallel to the existing blockchain, 

sharing computing resources between both blockchains to perform functions as 

needed. 

 

As depicted in Figure 1, any full node could be elevated to the role of a servicenode. 

Once a full node has been escalated to a servicenode, it continues to provide its regular 

services on the underlying blockchain, as well as the additional services outlined in 

Section 5.5. 
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Figure 1: Servicenode layer 

 

 

For a full node on a given blockchain to be escalated to a servicenode, all of the 

following conditions must be met: 

 

- Collateral: The requirement of collateral creates a high entry barrier to dishonest 

players, making it an expensive and risky endeavor to deploy multiple rogue 

nodes on the servicenode layer, as it will require a substantial commitment of 

capital to attempt this. Further, with the possibility that the collateral will be 

confiscated from nodes that exhibit dishonest behaviour, it disincentivizes such 

conduct – as the collateral can be confiscated upon discovery of this behaviour. 

The value of the collateral can be decided based on the market value of the 

cryptocurrency of the underlying blockchain.  

 

- SLA (Service Level Agreement): Servicenode operators will be required to 

commit to guaranteeing network service with at least 99% uptime. This assures 

users of constant and steady service.  

 

- Dedicated IP Address: This acts as an identifier for the servicenode. 
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- Node is not a Miner/Validator: In the case of blockchains that support miners 

and validators, a full node that is seeking to become a servicenode cannot be 

performing these functions. This is because the underlying blockchain network is 

responsible for confirming the transactions. 

 

5.2 Service Pool 
The servicenodes will cooperate among themselves to select a subset of the total 

available servicenodes, which will perform the requested tasks. The term for this subset 

will be the service pool. The servicenodes follow a round-robin rule for selecting the set 

of servicenodes that will comprise the service pool. The servicenodes maintain a 

synchronized ordered list of the IP addresses of all servicenodes, along with 

corresponding public keys. This allows them to have a common window for the service 

pool. The service pool expires at a fixed interval of transactions, to select a new set of 

nodes to form the service pool. This will ensure a fair scheduling of the servicenodes. 

The transaction fee collected during the period in which a service pool operates is 

equally distributed among all members. 

 

5.3 Incentive Model 
In spite of the fact that full nodes are integral to the operation of a blockchain network, 

they are generally not incentivized for the duties that they perform. The following 

excerpt from the article "What Are Bitcoin Nodes and Why Do We Need Them?" 

describes the importance of full nodes: 

 

“Members of the Bitcoin community seem to be losing interest in hosting full nodes. 

And it's something to pay attention to, because over time it might mean that the major 

companies in the industry may have to pick up the slack. 

If larger players are taking up the role of supporting the network as full nodes, though, it 

continues to lessen the amount of decentralization the network has at an infrastructure 

level.” 

 

For Laser, we propose a mechanism to incentivize the servicenodes, in exchange for the 

services provided for the servicenode layer. 

 

https://www.coindesk.com/bitcoin-nodes-need/
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Each time the service pool is formed, a new multi-sig address will be created. 

Signatures of all servicenodes in the service pool would be needed to make a spend 

from this address. 

 

When a user wants to use the services, they will simply have to include an “output” to 

this address as a transaction fee. This mechanism allows the users to seamlessly pay 

the servicenode layer its fee, without changing the original transaction format of the 

underlying blockchain. 

 

 
Figure 2: Sample incentivized transaction           +0.001i servicenode layer fee 

 

5.4 Bootstrapping 
The introduction of a servicenode layer enables a multi-tiered architecture of the 

blockchain. To enable the clients to use the services provided by the servicenode layer, 

the client should be able to latch on to the servicenode layer. All the transactions should 

percolate through the servicenode layer, down to the underlying blockchain which 

carries out its core functions normally. 

 

This typically would not be hard to achieve in the existing blockchain ecosystem. In 

most existing blockchain implementations, the client initially performs a discovery. 

During the discovery, the client connects to available full nodes in the network for 

bootstrapping. Initially, programs do not know the IP addresses of any active full nodes. 
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The blockchain network usually provides a way for clients to discover the IP addresses 

of the full nodes.  

For example, in the Bitcoin network, clients query one or more DNS names (called DNS 

seeds) hardcoded into Bitcoin Core [24]. The DNS seeds are maintained by the Bitcoin 

community members. Some of them provide dynamic DNS seed servers which 

automatically get IP addresses of active nodes by scanning the network; others provide 

static DNS seeds that are updated manually and are more likely to provide IP addresses 

for inactive nodes. In either case, nodes are added to the DNS seed if they run on the 

default Bitcoin ports of 8333 for mainnet or 18333 for testnet. 

 

Similarly, on the IOTA network we can find neighbors in the #nodesharing Slack channel 

or on IOTA forums [25]. Community members usually assist users and get them 

connected. 

 

On a similar note, to connect the client to the servicenode layer, the clients will be 

provided with the IP address list of the servicenodes. It should also be noted that a 

client could be running on the same system as the servicenode. 

 

5.5 Services 
The following sections detail the services offered by the servicenode layer. As this 

paper is an initial introduction to the servicenode layer, the list of services is not 

exhaustive and is currently comprised of near-instant transactions, anonymous 

transactions, and inter-chain operability. Subsequent research may be performed to 

expand the service offerings in the future to include other viable services which provide 

value to users. 

 

5.5.1 Near-Instant Transactions 
A key issue with the majority of blockchains is the time taken to get the transactions 

confirmed. A user paying by cryptocurrency at a Point of Sale (POS) would like to have 

instant confirmations, for making the use of cryptocurrencies practical. 

 

Figure 3 shows the transaction confirmation time plotted on the Y-axis (in minutes) on 

the Bitcoin network for the 30 days leading up to April 16. This confirmation time has 

fluctuated between being as low as nearly seven minutes, to as high as nearly 11 
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minutes (Source: blockchain.info [8]). At either end of this spectrum, the confirmation 

times are too long to be practical for use in many situations.  

 

 
Figure 3: Bitcoin network confirmation times for 30 days up to April 16, 2018 

 

This limitation is similar for various other blockchains. For example, many active 

discussion threads regarding pending transactions in IOTA can be found online. Linked 

below are two notable examples: 

 

What is going on with IOTA and transactions pending forever? – Sep 17 
 

IOTA transaction pending for weeks - Dec 2017.  

 

Due to the severity of these situations, several tools have already emerged to reduce the 

amount of time taken to complete the confirmation process. Tools such as IOTA 

Transaction Spammer [9] and IOTA Reattacher [10] [11] may help users speed up the 

transaction confirmation times. However, expecting users to run separate software and 

expend extra computing resources for confirming their transactions does not appear to 

be a practical solution. 

 

https://www.reddit.com/r/Iota/comments/70oj7o/what_is_going_on_with_iota_and_transactions/
https://github.com/iotaledger/wallet/issues/822
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Below is an analysis of the IOTA network in the month of Oct 2017, after a process 

called snapshotting (a process to prune the size of the ledger) and applying the IOTA 

transaction spammer to expedite the confirmations. This analysis indicates that the 

IOTA networks still needs several minutes to confirm transactions, even with this 

catalyst [12]. 

 

 
Figure 4: Average transaction confirmation time in IOTA 

 

This remains consistent with the IOTA transaction speeds recorded in March of 2018, 

which were still in the range of about three minutes. (Source: 

https://www.abitgreedy.com/transaction-speed/#transaction-speed). 

 

In our proposed solution, we utilize the servicenode layer to reduce the confirmation 

time from several minutes to a few seconds. The service pool will be used to verify the 

transactions and send a pseudo confirmation to the clients, based on the consensus 

achieved among the servicenodes in the service pool. 

 

The mechanism used to achieve this consensus involves the following steps: 

 

- Each of the servicenodes in the service pool verifies the transaction and 

broadcasts a signed positive or negative confirmation. 

https://www.abitgreedy.com/transaction-speed/#transaction-speed
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- Servicenodes which are not part of the service pool act as observers. If they find 

a transaction to be invalid, they broadcast a self-signed negative confirmation to 

object to the transaction. 

- At the ends of the sender and recipient, if all the ‘n’ confirmation messages from 

the ‘n’ service pool members are positive, and no negative confirmation from any 

other servicenode has been received yet, the sender and recipient will each 

choose a servicenode randomly from the non-service pool and have the 

transaction verified by the chosen servicenode.  

- If either the sender or recipient finds the transaction verification failed, it will 

broadcast a negative confirmation message. Otherwise, the transaction is 

pseudo confirmed. 
 

Example Scenario with Dishonest Servicenodes 

 

To demonstrate what will happen in the event that dishonest servicenodes would seek 

to fraudulently validate a transaction, we will consider a network with the following 

parameters: 

 

 Honest servicenodes (HN) = 1000 

 Dishonest servicenodes (DN) = 11 

 Service pool size (PS) = 10 

 

In order for a group of rogue servicenodes to succeed, each of the following conditions 

must be true: 

 

1. All members of the service pool are rogue (probability P1). Accordingly, if the 

number of rogue servicenodes is lower than the pool size, the probability of 

success becomes zero. 

2. None of the servicenodes which are not in the service pool have generated 

negative confirmation (probability P2) 

3. The sender has randomly chosen a rogue servicenode for verification (probability 

P3).  

4. The recipient has randomly chosen a rogue servicenode for verification 

(probability P4) 
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Note that if the number of dishonest nodes is exactly same as the pool size, the 

chances of the probabilities P3 and P4 become zero. This is because additional rogue 

servicenodes would be needed to verify the transaction for both the sender and the 

recipient. 

 

 

Below are the calculations of the possibility of each of the four listed conditions: 

 

P1 = 2/100 = 0.02 

P3 = (11-10)/1000 = 0.001 

P4 = (11-10)/1000 = 0.001 

 

The possibility of P2 to be non-zero only exists under the condition that all of the honest 

servicenodes are down. The probability of any servicenode being down at any point in a 

given hour (considering the 99% uptime requirement under the SLA) is 1/24.  

 

P2 = Probability of all honest nodes down 

      = 1/(∏ 241000
1  ) ~= 0 

 

Probability of success = P1 * P3 * P4 * P2 

   = (0.02 * 0.001 * 0.001 ) *  1/(∏ 241000
1  ) 

   = (0.00000002) *  1/(∏ 241000
1  ) 

   ~= 0 

 

Figure 5 on the following page visualizes the process of servicenodes in the service 

pool providing a pseudo-confirmation of a transaction. 
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Figure 5: Transaction pseudo-confirmation flow 

 

5.5.2 Anonymous Transactions 
To improve the anonymity of transactions, we use an extension of the CoinJoin 

implementation. By introducing “refund transactions”, we shift towards a more 

“trustless” system.  

 

For users who wish to utilize the anonymity service, the Join service is provided by the 

servicenode layer, and will prevent the movement of a cryptocurrency unit from being 

tracked through the blockchain.  

 

For example, If Alice wants to send $8 to Carol, and Bob wants to transfer $15 to Ted, 

they can use the Join service to combine the individual transactions into a single 

transaction which will obfuscate the ownership trail of each currency unit. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CoinJoin
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Below are the mechanics of the Join service: 

 

1. Alice and Bob coordinate with the servicenode layer to be matched with a 

partner. The servicenode layer provides Alice with Bob’s intent to create a joined 

transaction (and vice versa), and then provide them with a multi-sig address 

(referred to as ‘X’) from the service pool.  

2. Alice and Bob negotiate to create a joint transaction of $8 and $15 (respectively) 

to the multi-sig address ‘X’, instead of the actual destinations. 

3. Alice and Bob send the ID of the transaction created in Step 2, along with the 

output address of Ted and of Carol, as well as the total value to be transferred to 

the service pool. 

4. The service pool creates a collective refund transaction for Bob and Alice, signs 

it, and passes it to Bob and Alice. The input for this transaction will be the multi-

sig address ‘X’.  

5. The service pool then creates a transaction from address ‘X’ to Carol and Ted for 

$8 and $15 (respectively) and sends an ACK (acknowledgement) message to 

both Alice and Bob. 

6. On getting the ACK, Alice and Bob broadcast the transactions created in Step 2.  

7. Now that the address ‘X’ is sufficiently funded, the service pool broadcasts the 

transaction created in Step 5 to transfer the funds to Ted and Carol (the 

destination parties). 

 

Figure 6 shows a normal transaction, transferring $8 from Alice to Carol and $15 from 

Bob to Ted (which is not anonymous). Figure 7 shows the same transaction, but using 

the Join service (which makes the transaction anonymous). 
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Figure 6 (Top): Sample non-anonymous transaction 

Figure 7 (Bottom): Sample anonymous transaction 

 

For simplicity, the servicenode layer transaction fee is not shown. 

 

Here are some common situations, and how this architecture handles such cases: 

 

1. What if Alice or Bob broadcasts the refund transaction after the service pool has 

broadcasted the transaction to transfer the funds to their destination? 

It will be treated as a double spend, since both the transactions will have 

the same input. 

 

2. What if Alice or Bob broadcasts the refund transaction at the same moment, 

when the service pool has broadcasted the transaction to transfer the funds to 

their destination? 

One of the transactions will get through. If the refund transaction goes 

through, the sending parties get their funds back. Otherwise, the 

destination parties receive the payment. Since honest users will not gain 

anything from broadcasting the refund transaction, this behavior is not 
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expected to happen. Additionally, they will lose the transaction fee from 

doing so. 

 

3. What if rogue clients attempt to team up to make fake transactions and 

immediately broadcast the refund transaction to start a denial of service attack? 

The rogue clients can be blacklisted once this behaviour is detected. Also, 

since each transaction will involve a fee, these attempts will come at a 

monetary cost which will cannot be recouped.  

 

5.5.3 Inter-Chain Operability 
With the evolution of various blockchain implementations, the need for inter-chain 

operability is becoming increasingly urgent. Having an ease of transactions across 

blockchains will enable the adoption of blockchain technology on a larger scale.  

In this section, we outline an approach to enabling inter-chain transactions. Before we 

cover the more complex technical aspects of this functionality, we look at both 

addressing/identification, and connectivity of the inter-chain network. 

 

5.5.3.1 Identity and Connectivity 
A primary requirement for inter-chain transactions is that both parties involved in the 

transaction should be able to uniquely identify each other. In intra-chain/same-chain 

transactions, this is requirement is fulfilled by the unique address of the sender and 

recipient and the private-public key pairs, which enables both parties to establish the 

authenticity and correctness of the transaction. 

 

For inter-chain transactions, although both the parties may be using the same 

cryptography and the same address space, there still must be ways to identify nodes 

across blockchains. For example, Bitcoin and Litecoin use the same ECDSA signature 

algorithms, and also the same address space. Despite this, we cannot simply send 

Bitcoin to a Litecoin address, due to implementation level differences. This is covered in 

a noteworthy Stack Exchange discussion: What Happens if you send Bitcoin to a 

Litecoin Address?  

 

Further, we can have heterogenous blockchains which use completely different 

cryptography and different address spaces (as is the case with IOTA and Bitcoin). 

 

https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Elliptic_Curve_Digital_Signature_Algorithm
https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Elliptic_Curve_Digital_Signature_Algorithm
https://bitcoin.stackexchange.com/questions/16933/what-happens-if-you-send-bitcoin-to-a-litecoin-address?noredirect=1&lq=1
https://bitcoin.stackexchange.com/questions/16933/what-happens-if-you-send-bitcoin-to-a-litecoin-address?noredirect=1&lq=1
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In our approach, we introduce an inter-chain address (ICA) which is unique across 

blockchains. Hence, it can be used in inter-chain transactions because each user on any 

blockchain can be uniquely identified on the same system of ICA addresses. 

 

The connectivity among the blockchains is provided by connector nodes, a special node 

in each servicenode layer. The connector nodes on a blockchain network’s servicenode 

layer connect with other connector nodes on the servicenode layer of a different 

blockchain network to provide the needed connectivity and message exchange using a 

defined ICP (inter-chain protocol). Other functions of the connector nodes include ID 

generation for the servicenode layer and bookkeeping of inter-chain transactions. 

Additionally, the exchange rates for various cryptocurrencies would be maintained by 

the connector nodes.  

 

Each servicenode layer in the inter-chain network has a unique ID provided by its 

respective connector node, depicted in Figure 8 as SS1 and SS2. 

 

 
Figure 8: Inter-chain network 
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As detailed in Section 5.4, a client latches on to a servicenode, which provides the client 

with connectivity to the servicenode layer. Each client would then be assigned an ICA 

(inter-chain address) of the format X.Y.Z, which is filled with the following data:  

 

 X is the servicenode layer ID,  

 Y is ID of the servicenode to which the client is connected, and 

 Z is the unique ID of client, among a group of clients connected to servicenode Y.  

When transacting across blockchains, the ICA is the address that would be used in the 

ICP (inter-chain protocol) messages between the connector nodes. 

 

5.5.3.2 Atomic Inter-Chain Transactions 
In this section, we present an approach to accomplish near-instant inter-chain 

transactions. The idea is to match pairs of equal-value transactions across the 

blockchains; but execute the transactions locally (i.e. without actually leaving the 

original blockchain).  

 

We will describe this approach with an analogy of transferring money between clients 

residing in different cities. Assume that Alice (residing in Dallas) wants to send $100 to 

Bob (residing in Chicago). Similarly, Ted in Chicago wants to send $100 to Carol in 

Dallas.  

 

Alice (Dallas)  Bob (Chicago) 

Carol (Dallas)  Ted (Chicago) 

 

Since the amount to be transferred is equal in both cases, the mechanism is devised so 

that Alice pays $100 to Carol, and Ted pays $100 to Bob. This achieves the same result 

as originally intended, but without the complexity or expense of additional sub-

transactions to move coins or tokens between blockchains.  

 

Using the same principles, we can pair transactions on participating blockchains and 

execute the inter-chain transactions locally, in a transparent and seamless fashion. 

Overall, the transactions are routed and confirmed with the help of the service pool – as 

well as connector nodes, participating clients, and their respective servicenodes. This 

allows the transactions to be executed in a trustworthy, decentralized manner. 
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We will assume that the above scenario is to be executed on a blockchain platform. 

There will be client nodes corresponding to Alice (A) and Carol (C) on a servicenode 

layer pseudo-named Dallas, as well as Bob (B) and Ted (T) on a servicenode layer 

pseudo-named Chicago. This is visualized in Figure 9. For simplicity, the underlying 

blockchain network is not shown in the diagram. 

 

 
Figure 9: Sample atomic inter-chain transaction 

 

The messages between the involved entities are exchanged under the ICP (inter-chain 

protocol). Below are the mechanics of the atomic inter-chain transaction: 

 

1. A (Alice) registers a request (R1) with servicenode S1, to transfer 100 BTC to a 

node on servicenode layer Chicago. The destination B (Bob) is not revealed yet. 

2. S1 forwards the request R1 to connector C1. Which, in turn, forwards it to C2. 

This way, C1 and C2 have an updated copy of all the requests. 

3. Similarly, T (Ted) registers a request (R2) with servicenode S4, to transfer 200 

LTC to a node on servicenode layer Dallas. 

4. S4 forwards the request R2 to C2, which then forwards it to C1. 

5. C1 and C2 negotiate to form a pair out of requests R1 and R2.  

6. C1 updates S1 with the IP address of S4 and the request ID of R2. Similarly, C2 

provides the IP address of S1 to S4 and the request ID of R1. Note that the 

servicenodes have a static IP, as governed by the service clause. 

7. S1 and S4 communicate to exchange the destination addresses among 

themselves. This communication can happen over a secure channel (which 

prevents a man-in-the-middle attack). Note that the addresses exchanged are 

ICA addresses, which need to be converted to local addresses. This conversion 

will be performed in the following steps. 
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8. S1 requests a multi-signature address from the service pool and provides it to A 

(Alice). This multi-signature address will be denoted by ‘X’.  

9. A (Alice) will create a transaction (L1) from A to X of 100 BTC and pass the 

transaction ID of L1 to S1.  

10. S1 broadcasts the local destination address (based on the ICA) procured in Step 

7. The servicenode that assigned this ICA address (which in this case is S2), will 

query the client to obtain a local blockchain address (the address of C/Carol, on 

the Dallas blockchain) and pass it to S1. The service pool creates a transaction 

from the multi-signature address X to C (Carol), on the request of S1. 

To summarize, by the end of Step 10, we have transaction L1 from A > X, and 

transaction L2 from X > C. However, none of these transactions are on the 

blockchain yet. Though this will be covered in Steps 11 to 15. 
 

11. Similarly, Steps 8 to 10 are undertaken by S4 and Ted (T) on the other blockchain 

(Chicago), to initiate a similar set of transactions M1 from T > Y and M2 from Y > 

B, where ‘Y’ is the multi-signature address. 

12. A (Alice) broadcasts transaction L1.  

13. T (Ted) broadcasts transaction M1. 

14. S1 verifies the confirmation of L1 on the blockchain and sends an 

acknowledgement to S4 (and vice versa). 

15. Once both L1 and M1 are confirmed, transactions L2 and M2 are broadcasted on 

their respective blockchains, thus completing the transactions. 

Note that for simplicity, the servicenode layer transaction fee was not considered in the 

conversion between cryptocurrencies. 

 

5.5.3.2.1 Atomicity 
Atomic inter-chain transactions involving independent transactions on multiple 

blockchains guarantee that all the component transactions will either execute, or they 

will all be aborted. 

 

If we look closely at the steps detailed in Section 5.5.3.2, Steps 1-13 can be treated as 

the setup phase while Steps 14-15 represent the actual execution phase.  
 

To enter the execution phase, the setup phase must be completed successfully. If 

something unexpected happens during the setup phase, the entire process will be 

aborted.  
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For example, if Step 13 in Section 5.5.3.2 fails to execute, the servicenode layer might 

take the following alternate steps in reaction to this failure to execute: 

 

- S4 sends a negative acknowledgement to S1 after a timeout period. 

- S1 sends a negative acknowledgement to client Alice (A). 

- S1 checks for transaction L1 on the blockchain. If found, it creates a refund 

transaction from X to A, broadcasts it, and quits. 

 

Once the execution phase is entered, we can be sure that the transactions will get 

through, since they have already been carried out by the servicenode layer, the nodes of 

which are bound by collateral-backed SLAs. 

 

5.5.3.2 DEX (Decentralized Exchange) Based Transactions 
The servicenode layer also provides an exchange platform, referred to as the DEX 

(decentralized exchange) for instant inter-chain transactions, which has several 

advantages over regular exchanges, by virtue of being decentralized. Most 

cryptocurrency exchanges are centralized in some way. Being centralized, it introduces 

an element of vulnerability. More importantly, though – it requires users to trust the 

exchange to hold their assets for them. A compromise of the exchange can result in a 

loss for the client, as the assets are out of their hands. 

 

Centralized cryptocurrency exchanges have four core functions: 

- Capital deposits 

- Order broadcasting 

- Order matching 

- Exchanging currencies 

 

Based on this, in order to offer a decentralized exchange service, Laser enables each of 

these four core functions to be decentralized in the following ways: 

 

- Traders’ capital is not entrusted to a third party at any stage – Coins or tokens 

remain in the user’s wallet until they are sent to the receiving party’s wallet. 

- Orders are broadcasted directly from trader to trader over an inter-blockchain 

network overlay – This is simpler than relaying these broadcasts through a third 
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party. 

 

- Orders are matched directly between traders – When one accepts another’s 

order, they coordinate to set up the currency exchange process between 

themselves. 

- The exchange is completed without the involvement of an intermediary – Aside 

from reducing cost and improving efficiency, these exchanges can be done 

without the counter-parties having to trust each other beforehand, as the 

blockchain naturally ensures that the transaction will be carried out as agreed. 

 

 
Figure 10: Sample DEX transaction 

 

Figure 10 demonstrates the performance of the DEX by showing client nodes 

corresponding to Alice (A) on a servicenode layer pseudo-named Dallas, and Bob (B) on 

a servicenode layer pseudo-named Chicago. For simplicity, the underlying blockchain 

network is not shown. 

 

The messages between the involved entities are exchanged under the ICP (inter-chain 

protocol). Below are the mechanics of a cryptocurrency exchange conducted through 

the DEX: 

 

1. A (Alice) broadcasts a request (R1) to sell 100 BTC, at the rate of 2 LTC per BTC 

on servicenode layer Dallas. 

2. C1 forwards this request (R1) to C2.  

3. C2 broadcasts the request R1 on servicenode layer Chicago. 

4. All the nodes on both servicenode layers will update their order books with this 

request (R1). 
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5. B (Bob), who intends to execute this order, will initiate an ‘execute request’ to A 

(Alice). 

6. A (Alice) gives a ‘go’ response to B (Bob). The ‘go’ response ensures that the 

same request is not executed twice or simultaneously by different nodes. If a 

node receives a negative response to the ‘execute request’, it should remove the 

order from its order book. 

7. S1 requests a multi-signature address from the service pool and passes it to A 

(Alice). This multi-signature address will be denoted by ‘X’.  

8. A (Alice) will create transaction L1 from A to X of 100 BTC and transmit the 

transaction ID of L1 to S1.  

9. S1 broadcasts the local destination address (based on the ICA) of B (Bob) which 

was procured in Step 5. The servicenode that assigned this ICA address (which 

in this case is S2) will query the client to obtain a native blockchain address, (the 

address of B/Bob, on the Chicago blockchain) and pass it to S1. The service pool 

creates a transaction L2, from the multi-signature address X to B, on request of 

S1. 

To summarize, by the end of Step 9, there is transaction L1 from A > X and 

transaction L2 from X > B. However, none of these transactions are on the 

blockchain yet. Though this will be covered in Steps 10 to 14: 

 

10. Similarly, Steps 8 to 9 are undertaken by S2 and Bob (B) on the other blockchain, 

to get a similar set of transactions M1 from B > Y and M2 from Y > A, where ‘Y’ is 

the multi-signature address. 

11. A (Alice) broadcasts transaction L1.  

12. B (Bob) broadcasts transaction M1. 

13. S1 verifies the confirmation of L1 on the blockchain and sends an 

acknowledgement to S2 (and vice versa). 

Once both L1 and M1 are confirmed, transactions L2 and M2 are broadcasted on their 

respective blockchains, thus completing the transactions. 
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6. Laser Blockchain 
 

We propose the launch of a blockchain called Laser by hard-forking the Ethereum 

blockchain. We will also introduce a new cryptocurrency called Photon as part of the 

Laser blockchain.  

 

All holders of Ethereum (ETH) and Ethereum Classic (ETC) before the hard fork will 

receive an equal number of Photons on upgrading their software. 

 

6.1 Initial Distribution of Photons 
The total supply of Photons will be capped at 42 million units. 

 

All ETH and ETC holders will be entitled to Photons under the proposed distribution 

plan, as below. 

 

 
Figure 11: Initial Photon Allocation 

 

30% (12.6 million Photons) will be pre-mined for the company.  

 

15% (6.3 million Photons) will be pre-mined for the servicenode crowdsale. 

 

30% (12.6 million Photons) will be generated by the miners. Note that eventually the 

mining will be replaced with PoS by Q4 2018. 
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25% (10.5 million Photons) will be airdropped to Ethereum and Ethereum classic 

holders. The Photons allotted to the Ethereum and Ethereum Classic holders will be 5% 

of their current holdings.  

 

Current holders of Ethereum and Ethereum Classic will be incentivized to begin staking 

on the Laser network through a targeted airdrop. Currently it is estimated that they will 

be rewarded with a yearly payout of 36% in Photons. 

 

6.2 Collateral for Servicenodes 
For a node to become part of the servicenode layer, it must obtain approval from the 

existing servicenodes, after which it must make a collateral deposit. This collateral will 

be held in the network by a smart contract. The collateral serves as a ‘stake’ in the 

network, by each of the servicenodes. Any full node which is approved to become a 

servicenode uses Photons as collateral to join the servicenode layer.  

 

The approval will be sought through a voting process. The votes from existing 

servicenodes will be weighted by the amount of collateral deposited by a given 

servicenode. Thus, a node with a significant collateral will have more say in selecting 

new servicenodes through voting. 

 

Servicenodes would be required to commit a minimum of 1,500 Photons as collateral. 

Taking a conservative approach, if we consider the initial market value of the Photon to 

be US $3.50, it would come to at least the equivalent of US $5,250 in collateral required 

to operate a servicenode.  

 

To understand the economics behind the collateral, it is imperative to understand that 

the initial adopters will mostly be from the Ethereum community. This is because they 

would have “free” Photons in their wallets, which they get at the time of the Ethereum 

hard-fork. 

 

For purposes of calculating the approximate US dollar value of collateral needed to 

operate a Laser servicenode, we will suppose that the Ethereum supply is at 

100,000,000 ETH, and the number of unique Ethereum addresses is 30,000,000. This 

works out to 3.34 ETH in the possession of each address on average, which we will 
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round up to 3.5 ETH to account for inactive or placeholder addresses which skew this 

average downward. Accordingly, it is reasonable to expect that the average Ethereum 

wallet holds at least 3.5 ETH. 

 

To arrive at a dollar amount, suppose also that the current Ethereum price is US $400. 

This translates to an average Ethereum wallet balance value of US $1,400. As the 

required collateral to operate a servicenode is about US $5,250 under these conditions, 

this sum works out to be US $3,850, 9.625 ETH, or 175% more than the average wallet’s 

balance. This requirement is high enough to incentivize servicenode operators to 

remain honest and reliable, but low enough (relative to the average Ethereum wallet 

balance) to be accessible to enough ETH holders who wish to operate a servicenode. 

 

A user who is attempting to operate multiple rogue servicenodes will not be a 

significant threat to the servicenode layer, as the security of the blockchain is 

dependent on the underlying blockchain network. As such, the Laser servicenode layer 

is only acting as a facilitator. As long as the mining and validation done by the 

underlying blockchain network is secure, the deployment of multiple rogue servicenodes 

will not jeopardize the network as a whole. 

 

Additionally, the collateral requirement will deter any possible rogue servicenode 

operators, since there will be an automatic monetary loss once their collateral is 

confiscated. This reduces, or even eliminates any possible gain from jeopardizing the 

servicenode layer. 

 

6.3 Rewards and Penalties for Servicenodes 
If a servicenode is found to be conducting itself dishonestly (engaging in actions 

including but not limited to violating the SLA/governing regulations, validating an invalid 

transaction, or participating in fraudulent activities), a penalty will be levied which may 

include confiscation of the servicenode’s collateral. Such penalties are necessary to 

maintain the economic security and operating integrity of the blockchain. 

 

All servicenodes also act as observers. As such, if they find a transaction to be invalid, 

they can object to this transaction by broadcasting a self-signed negative confirmation, 

along with the transaction ID, address of the forwarding servicenode (the one which 

forwarded the transaction), and a contract address for voting. The remaining 
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servicenodes will verify the transaction in question and will give a positive or negative 

vote on the voting contract. If the number of negative votes received exceed 10% of the 

servicenode population, the following set of actions will be triggered: 

 

- The collateral for the rogue servicenode will be forfeited and transferred to the 

‘reserve pool’. 

- The servicenode which broadcasted the negative confirmation objecting to the 

invalid transaction is paid a reward of 750 Photons (50% of collateral) from the 

reserve pool. 

 

6.4 Return on Investment for Servicenodes 
To showcase the returns that can be expected by the servicenodes using the incentive 

model described in Section 5.3, we will calculate a servicenode’s expected earnings 

based on the following assumptions: 

 

Intra-Chain/Same-Chain Transactions 

 

 Total Network Transactions Per Day: 500,000 

 Transactions Using Laser/Servicenodes: 20% or 100,000 

 Average Transaction Fee (in US dollars): $0.05 

 Total Transaction Fees Per Day (in US dollars): $5,000 

 

The number of servicenodes that operate on the network will determine the earnings of 

each servicenode. Below are calculations showing daily and annual revenues based on 

varying servicenode populations, as well as corresponding ROI calculations. 

 

Number of 

Servicenodes 
Daily Revenue Annual Revenue 

One-Year ROI on 

$5,250 Collateral 

500 $10 $3,650 69.52% 

1,000 $5 $1,825 34.76% 

2,000 $2.50 $912.50 17.38% 
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As transaction fees will be higher for inter-chain transactions, these earnings will be 

calculated separately. These fees would be earned in addition to the intra-chain/same-

chain transaction fees shown above. These transactions will be much less frequent 

than same-chain transactions, though because they require the use of the Laser 

servicenode layer, 100% of inter-chain transactions will pay fees to servicenodes in the 

service pool. 

 

Inter-Chain Transactions 

 

 Total Inter-Chain Transactions Per Day: 25,000 (or 5% of total transactions) 

 Transactions using Laser/Servicenodes: 100% or 25,000 

 Average Transaction Fee (in US dollars): $0.30 

 Total Transaction Fees Per Day (in US dollars): $7,500 

 

Number of 

Servicenodes 
Daily Revenue Annual Revenue 

One-Year ROI on 

$5,250 Collateral 

500 $15 $5,475 104.28% 

1,000 $7.50 $2,737.50 52.14% 

2,000 $3.75 $1,368.75 26.07% 

 

Combined Revenues for all Transactions 

 

Number of 
Servicenodes 

Combined Daily 
Revenue 

Combined Annual 
Revenue 

Total One-Year ROI 
on $5,250 
Collateral 

500 $25 $9,125 173.81% 

1,000 $12.50 $4,562.50 86.9% 

2,000 $6.25 $2,281.25 43.45% 

 

These earnings are in addition to rewards earned by servicenodes for broadcasting 

negative confirmations in objection to invalid transactions from rogue servicenodes. 

Accordingly, there are three sources of income to be had from the operation of a Laser 

servicenode. 
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7. Roadmap 
 

 
 

8. Conclusion 
 

The revolution of cryptocurrencies has disrupted markets across the globe - and will 

continue to do so as it gains adoption, acceptance, and traction in new industries and 

verticals. 

 

Laser helps blockchains as a collective force to reach their fullest potential, so that their 

combined capabilities working together can bring change, improvement, and 

optimization to the worlds of business, finance, and beyond. 

 

By making blockchains more efficient, more secure – and most importantly, 

interoperable, Laser will take blockchain technologies to the next level at which they can 

work and grow together. 
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